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A Primer for Spatial Econometrics aims to meet a growing demand in the field by introducing basic spatial econometrics
methodologies to a wide variety of researchers.. Spatial econometrics is a relatively new topic that is becoming
increasingly popular in many of the social sc.

Now that the packages are loaded we can read in our data. Points are the most basic form of spatial data.
Denotes a single point location, such as cities, a GPS reading or any other discrete object defined in space.
Lines are a set of ordered points, connected by straight line segments Polygons denote an area, and can be
thought as a sequence of connected points, where the first point is the same as the last Grid Raster are a
collection of points or rectangular cells, organized in a regular lattice For more details, see R. Bivand,
Pebesma, and Gomez-Rubio Spatial data usually comes in shapefile. This type of files stores non topological
geometry and attribute information for the spatial features in a data set. ESRI First we have to download and
save the files in our computer from our server at http: I saved mine in my desktop. In the index file, each
record contains the offset of the corresponding main file record from the beginning of the main file. The
dBASE table contains feature attributes with one record per feature. To learn more about the function, the
command? But before reading in the shapefile we first set our working directory. R is always pointing to a
directory on your computer, to find which one use getwd get working directory. To specify a working
directory: The foreclosures folder contain the shapefiles that I downloaded before. Now we are ready to read
in our shapefile. To check that it is a SpatialPolygonsDataFrame we can use the function class class chi. The
identifying tags of the polygons in the slot are matched with the row names of the data frame to make sure that
the correct data rows are associated with the correct spatial object. The third slot, bbox, is the bounding box
drawn around the boundaries and the fourth slot is the proj4string which contains the projections. To access
the data slot we can use the slot function or the symbol. For a compact look of the data slot we can use the str
function: The first part is the data. We can see the variables contained in the data portion of the file including:
June place or county unemployment rate totpop: For example, summary chi. Median Mean 3rd Qu. To see the
other slots, we can proceed in the same fashion. A nice feature of the class of spatial objects is that we can use
the traditional plotting features of R.
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This book aims at meeting the growing demand in the field by introducing the basic spatial econometrics methodologies
to a wide variety of researchers. It provides a practical guide that illustrates the potential of spatial econometric
modelling, discusses problems and solutions and interprets.
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